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Issues
• Presentation of any current cooperative organizations in
region and/or plans for new organizations
• Any ongoing projects or other activities of public interest in
the region (no need to go into commercially or otherwise
sensitive activities that are not publicly known)
• Any existing international cooperation of public interest
• Any initiatives from the regional government or authorities to
support developments of autonomous ships

International Co-operation
• IMO Instruments
• International Regulations for the Prevention of Collisions at Sea
(COLREGS)
• Marine Pollution (MARPOL)
• Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)
• Standards of Training Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW)

• MASRWG IMO Interaction
• Short INF Paper – MSC 95, June 2015
• IMO lunchtime brief – MSC 96, May 2016
• Proposal for a Scoping Exercise at MSC 98 by the MCA - June 2017

• MASRWG Links with International Partners and
Organisations

3rd MASRWG Conference
• 16/17th November
• The National Oceanography Centre, European Way,
Southampton, SO14 3ZH
• https://conference.noc.ac.uk/maswrg2017.
• Key note speakers:
– Sir Alan Massey – Chief Executive, MCA
– Sarah Kenney – CEO, BMT Group

• Themes
–
–
–
–
–

Regulation
Challenges
Cyber Security
International inputs
The Human Element

Unmanned Cargo Ship Development
Alliance

Fairplay July 2017

Catalyst
CATALYST has the following objectives: 1. To develop a prototype autonomous barge for the use in
European ports and inland waterways. The system will consist of a full-size low-emission electric
barge that will be able to autonomously navigate around ports and connected inland waterways.
Using electric vehicles will reduce CO2 emissions and noise in the port environment. 2. To develop
prototype flexible “Connectainers”. These are containers that can be converted from a 20ft to a
40ft footprint in less than 30 minutes. This will allow intelligent yard space management and
significantly reduce empty container repositioning, thus massively increasing the effective
capacity of the port. 3. To develop a Proactive Berth Allocation Engine for the real-time
optimisation of berth scheduling. This system will take into account the new hinterland transport
modes (autonomous barges and Connectainers) and will include new optimisation models that
allow ports to reduce berth time wastage. 4. To create a “Port-Bot”, which is an artificial
intelligence driven virtual assistant for the optimisation of port logistics operations. This system
will serve as an intuitive, user-friendly interface to access advanced real-time optimisation
algorithms for berth management and multi-modal operations inside the terminal and in the
wider port area. 5. To develop an ICT architecture and governance model supporting the use of
autonomous barges in European ports. This will include the creation of a Local Monitoring Service
(LMS) to exchange traffic information between autonomous barges and ports in order to
integrate the barges into the existing ICT infrastructure (Port Community Systems and Single
Windows). 6. To develop a prototype blockchain-based electronic waybill for the flexible and
secure renegotiation of transport arrangements. The above solutions will be tested and validated
in three large-scale demonstrators, including the ports of Trondheim, Zeebrugge, Valencia and
Algeciras.

UK Marine Industry Priorities
1. Whole-vessel integration to deliver more affordable and optimised
running with reduced staff and minimised through-life costs.
2. Design, integration, manufacture and operation of autonomous vessels
and systems.
3. Design, manufacture and refit of superyachts, high end powerboats and
high-end sailing yachts.
4. Extended use of composites and other novel materials.
5. Design and manufacture of specialist vessels for support of the offshore
energy and naval sectors.
6. Through-life operation and equipment insertion (including refits and
conversions) to improve vessel efficiency.
7. Decision support systems – including integrated voyage optimisation to
deliver just-in-time arrival at port at lowest cost, secure situational
awareness and next-generation command and control systems.

Roadmap 2015
Areas for investment
1. Design and manufacturing techniques
2. Electronics, sensors, communications and control
and data management
3. Energy efficiency and environmental protection
4. Structures and materials
5. Autonomous systems
Autonomous capability is fundamental to both the design of autonomous vessels
and decision support systems.
Investment required in: developments in safety, reliability, endurance,
communications and regulatory aspects leading to full individual vessel autonomy,
with common underlying information architecture standards

Industry Codes
• Pan industry agreement on aspects of MASS
development, design, production and operation
• Best practice
• Assurance
• Safety and professionalism
• Training, conduct and personal responsibility
• Compliance and Self-regulation
• Improved communications within the industry and
the wider maritime community

UK Maritime Autonomous Systems
Regulatory Working Group
• Industry led, Responsible Ownership, Safe Operation

Lloyds Register

Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships
(MASS)

SEA-KIT International

ASV C-Sweep

SMART-PORTS
Why SMART-PORTS?
• The future integration of unmanned vehicles and devices in the
manned environment is no longer a question of IF but, rather,
WHEN and HOW.
• Safety is the overriding factor in Airports, Seaports, Spaceports
and Intermodal ports (“ASSIP”). The current culture is sceptical of
the widespread use of UAVs (Drones), Autonomous Vehicles,
Robotics and Artificial Intelligence (“DAVRAI”) in ASSIP.
• An Unmanned Traffic Management Integration System (UTMIS)
can address this concern. UTMIS must give absolute Command &
Control over all DAVRAI devices operating on or near the specific
ASSIP, using non-voice commands, in conjunction with current
airport ATC and other standards.
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